January 2017 Labor Force Survey using Computer Aided Data
Collection System (CADaCS)

The January 2017 LFS is the
first round to use tablet with the
aid of the Computer Aided Data
Collection System (CADaCS). The
training was focused on the use of
CADaCs in tablets in the accomplishment of the LFS questions. It
include the encoding, editing, uploading to the LFS web server.
The concepts and definition, and
updating of SSU list of sample
were also discussed.
The enumeration started on
January 9, 2017 and ended January 30, 2017 including Saturdays
and Sundays to some sample barangays with no regular trip. There
were 384 sample households in
the 25 sample barangays of PSU
replicates 13, 14, 15 and 16.
To ensure complete coverage of sample EAs and that, the
instructions were strictly followed,
the CSS and focal person conducted supervision to different sample
barangays. Among the activities
done during the supervision were
observation of the interviewer;
back-up the data files from SR’s
tablet to supervisor’s tablet and run
CAPI menu. Also verification of

non-response and assistance to
SRs in locating the VHUs and
unknown samples were done on
the supervision .

CSS Nook
Editorial Board
January 2017 Consumer
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SA Anselma Bonto interviewing
the spouse of the household head

After the enumeration of every
EA, that is, interviewing encoding
and editing in the field were done,
the data files were uploaded to LFS
Server. At PO, the focal person
downloaded the data to validate the
data. The data were also matched
with the updated listing sheets.
The January 2017 LFS
round was successfully completed
despite the heavy rains/slippery terrain in the enumeration phase. The
data files and updated listing sheets
were submitted ahead of time. The
use of tablet in gathering data
helped a lot in terms of timeliness
and quality
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Based on the updated SSU Listing of households the table below shows the enumeration results:
NON-RESPONSE
TOTAL
Sample

PRESENT
OCCPNT/
ADD’L

COMPT’D
INTEV’D

Replacement

384

7

381

21

Temp.
Away

NUR/
VHU

DHU

Movedout

Not use as
dwelling
unit

1

21

7
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Action towards Innovation
In the past years,
when the PSA organization is yet a baby we took
some considerations of getting to know and made
adjustments on the distinct personalities and diverse ideas of the merged personnel. And as we
grow older, we developed the synergy among us
and resulted to a commitment that is anchored to
the core values of being responsive to our tasks.
We did a process of action thereby an innovation
which capacitated us in doing and preparing this
Sorsoganon newsletter... indeed, a conventional
way through a printed copy with the purpose of extending information to stakeholders that lasts for a
time. The first ever -"Sorsoganon newsletter" is a
quarterly newsletter which presents and showcases the mandates of the Office through presentation
of statistical data , civil registration activities and
some other linkages with different agencies and
the communities in the grassroot. This also serve
as our output to conform with the quality policy
statement on the commitment to deliver reliable
statistics and civil registration services. Furthermore, it is our inspiration to move forward and level
up in improving our mandate in the course of accountability and transparency to the public.

The Consumer Expectation Survey is conducted every quarter by the PSA to sample barangays in the province of Sorsogon. Before the
enumeration, training was held at the RSSO V together with other provinces in the entire region.
Regional Statistician Ray Merjilla served as trainer.
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He discussed the January 2017 CES Enumeration Manual which covers the objectives and
importance of the survey; concepts and definitions; and, instructions in the accomplishment of
CES Form 1 (survey questionnaire) and updating
of Listing of Sample Households.
The enumeration was conducted on January 27-28, 2017. There were Thirty two (32) sample households enumerated in the two (2) sample
barangays in the Province of Sorsogon.

Table 1. Final result of CES Enumeration.

Interview Status

No. of Households

1.Sample Households
2. New Occupant

32
0

3. Temporarily Away

0

3. Completed Interview
4. Vacant HU

29
2

5. Demolished HU

0

6. HH Permanently

1
SR Osum interviewing the spouse
of the household head

As of January 1, 2017, the physical count on
Carabao is 33,983 compared to 34,215 count as of
January 1, 2016. Same situation was gathered on
the count of the cattle from 16,403 as of January 1,
2016 to 15,887as of January 1, 2017. The reason
for the decrease is that there were more carabao
and cattle slaughtered on the farm.
On the other hand, there is an increase in
the inventory of swine, goat, chicken and duck as
of January 1, 2017 compared to the inventory as of
January 1, 2016. But, native chicken shows a decrease because mostly were dressed on the farm.

An increased in the inventory of swine is
due to more births and less deaths because of the
good management of swine raisers. As for the increased in the inventory of layer and broiler chicken, the main reason is that there were more day
old chick’s received by the contract grower and an
additional stock from Tarlac arrived during the last
quarter of 2016. A remarkable increased in the inventory of ducks was noted because of the livelihood project of the 4P’s beneficiaries from the municipality of Pto. Diaz and Sta. Magdalena.

Table 2. Livestock and Poultry Inventory as of January 1, 2016 and 2017

The average farmgate price of palay, other variety fresh marked an increase of 7.22 percent from
P12.88/kg during fourth quarter 2015 to P 13.81/kg in
4th quarter 2016. Also Green Corn, white showed an
increase by 5.48 percent from P26.81/kg in 4th quarter
2015 to P 28.28/kg same quarter 2016.

Farm Prices Survey (FPS) is a nationwide survey that collects data on farmgate or
producer’s prices received by the farmers for
their produce. Farmgate price is the farmers’
selling price for their produce at the first point of
sale excluding transportation or delivery fee.
PSA, Sorsogon, current farmgate prices report
for the fourth quarter 2016.

Sweet Potato (Camote ) increased by 9.47 percent from P14.26/ kg in 4th quarter 2015 to P15.61/ kg
in 4th quarter 2016 and Cassava, fresh tuber by 4.23
percent from P8.27/ kg in 4th quarter 2015 to P 8.62/kg
in 4th quarter 2016.
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There was an increase on
the average farmgate price during
the fourth quarter 2016 as compared to same quarter last year of
the following vegetables: ampalaya
by 27.43 percent, squash by 17.52
percent, okra by 12.40 percent,
camote tops 4.18 percent, stringbeans by 18.61 percent and pechay
by 18.29 percent. Only eggplant ,
long purple registered a decrease of
5.11 percent. D. Farmgate Prices of
Roots and Tubers Slight increase
for roots and tubers for fourth quarter 2016 Sweet Potato (Camote )
increased by 9.47 percent from
P14.26/ kg in 4th quarter 2015 to P15.61/ kg in 4th quarter 2016 and Cassava, fresh tuber by 4.23 percent
from P8.27/ kg in 4th quarter 2015 to P 8.62/kg in 4th quarter 2016.

The average farmgate price of fruits during
the 4th quarter 2016 increased as compared to
4th quarter 2015 : banana, green latundan by
6.05 percent from P16.04/kg to P17.01/kg and
banana, saba green by 15.95 percent from
P11.22/kg to P13.01/kg.

Sweet Potato (Camote ) increased by 9.47
percent from P14.26/ kg in 4th quarter 2015 to
P15.61/ kg in 4th quarter 2016 and Cassava, fresh
tuber by 4.23 percent from P8.27/ kg in 4th quarter
2015 to P 8.62/kg in 4th quarter 2016.

The average farmgate price of the following
commercial crops increased in the 4th quarter of
2016 as compared to last year same quarter : abaca by 26.28 percent from P43.19/kg to P54.54/kg,
copra coriente by 37.26 percent from P25.07/kg to
P34.41/kg, copra resecada by 32.39 percent from P
34.21/kg to P 45.29/kg, coconut matured by 16.82
percent from P20.87/kg to P24.38/kg, pili with hull
by 2.98 percent and pili with shell by 31.77 percent
from P35.47/kg to P 46.74/kg.

Majority of the average quarterly farmgate
price of the following livestock and poultry showed
an increase during the 4th quarter 2016 as compared to same quarter in 2015: hogs for slaughter
backyard by 16.02 percent from P 89.66/kg to P
104.02, hogs for slaughter commercial by 13.87
percent from P92.65/kg to P105.50, chicken native
improved by 4.22 percent from P117.48/kg to
P122.73/kg, duck meat commercial by 4.63 percent from P98.70/kg to P 103.27/kg, chicken native improve by 4.47 percent from P 117.48/kg to
P122.43/kg,
duck
egg commercial by
2.52 percent from P
5.95/ piece to P6.10
per piece. On the
other hand average
price of cattle for
slaughter, backyard
decreased by 3.01
percent as compared
to same quarter last
year from P108.53/
kg to P105.26/kg. 40 80 120 Peso/kg.
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The Palay and Corn Production Survey is conducted quarterly which aims to generate estimates
and forecasts on palay and corn area, production and yield in order to provide data inputs for policy and
programs on rice and corn.

Production exhibited an upward trend
by 5.79 percent or 47,028 metric tons in 4th
quarter of 2016 as compared to same quarter
of 2015 with 44,453 metric tons. In effect, harvest area increased by 2.3 percent or 11,953
hectares in 4th quarter 2016 as compared to
same quarter 2015 with an area of 11,674
hectares. Consequently, average yield increased by 3.15 percent from 3.81 mt/ha in
2015 to 3.93 mt/ha in 2016.

A 41.30 percent increase in production
for corn or 260 metric tons this 4th quarter of
2016 as compared to same quarter of 2015
with 184 metric tons. Harvest area also increased by 34.83 percent or 120 hectares in
4th quarter of 2016 over 2015 level of 89 hectares. Average yield posted a positive growth
rate by 4.83 percent or 2.17 mt/ha this 2016
as compared to 2015 of 2.07 mt/ha.

Fish Production in Sorsogon province
slightly decreased by 0.57 percent, from 6,641.74
metric tons in the fourth quarter of 2015 to
6,603.60 metric tons of same period in 2016. It
comprises production from Commercial Fisheries,
Municipal Fisheries and Aquaculture sub-sectors.
The Commercial Fisheries and Aquaculture subsectors registered negative trends of 25.81 percent and 7.46 percent respectively as compared
with the same period in 2015. However, comparing
the 4th quarter 2015 and 2016, the Municipal Fisheries sub-sector production augmented by 4.85
percent, which is composed of Marine Municipal
and Inland Municipal Fisheries. Both the marine
municipal and inland municipal fisheries contributed to the positive growth in Municipal Fisheries
sub-sector which recorded increments of 4.71 and
49.47 percent, respectively
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In the 4th Quarter 2016, Commercial Fisheries production in Sorsogon diminished as compared with the same quarter in 2015. Total production in Commercial Fisheries declined by 280.61
metric tons or 25.81 percent from 1,087.17 metric
tons in 4th quarter of 2015 to 806.56 metric tons in
2016 of same period. Production at the LGUManaged fish landing centers decreased by 27.87
percent, offsetting the 14.98 percent increase in
traditional fish landing centers’ volume of production.
Commercial Fisheries production is composed of the combined volume of catch in traditional and LGU-Managed fish landing centers. The volume of catch at the

traditional fish landing centers increased by 7.84
metric tons from 52.35 metric tons in 2015 to
60.19 metric tons in 2016 of same periods or
14.98 percent increase. However, the volume of
catch at the LGU-Managed fish landing centers
declined by 288.45 metric tons from 1,034.82
metric tons in quarter 2015 to 746.37 metric tons
in quarter 2016 or 27.87 percent decline.

The brackishwater fishponds’ volume of production declined by 20.92 percent from 141.001 metric tons in 4th quarter 2015 to 111.509 metric tons in
2016 of same period. Likewise, the volume of production in freshwater fishpond environment showed 74.97
percent decrement in production from 5.935 metric
tons in 4th quarter 2015 to 1.486 metric tons in the 4th
quarter 2016.
Mussel production in the 4th quarter 2016
showed 39.96 percent increase as compared to the
4th quarter 2015, from 35.015 metric tons in quarter
2015 to 49.001 metric tons in quarter 2016.

Municipal Fisheries volume of production
in Sorsogon during the 4th quarter 2016 registered an increment of 4.85 percent as compared
with the 2015 record for the same period, from
5,336.81 metric tons in the 4th quarter of 2015 to
5,595.51 metric tons in the 4th quarter of 2016 or
an increase of 258.70 metric tons.
Municipal Fisheries volume of production
is the combined production from the Marine Municipal and Inland Municipal Fisheries which
showed increments of 4.71 percent and 49.47
percent, respectively.

Seaweed production likewise increased from
35.805 metric tons in quarter 2015 to 39.522 metric
tons in quarter 2016.
In Sorsogon, the top species produced in Aquaculture environments during the quarter were Milkfish which accounted for 24.61 percent of the total
Aquaculture production, followed by Mussel with
24.32 percent, Mudcrab with 20.79 percent, Seaweeds with 19.61 percent, Tiger prawn with 7.09 percent and lastly, Tilapia with 3.58 percent.

Marine Municipal Fisheries production
increased by 250.85 metric tons from 5,320.92
metric tons during quarter 2015 to 5,571.77
metric tons in quarter 2016. Likewise, Inland
Municipal Fisheries showed an increment of
7.86 metric tons from 15.89 metric tons in
quarter 2015 to 23.75 metric tons in quarter
2016.
For Marine Municipal Fisheries, the increase was brought mainly by the 82.51 percent increment in the volume of unloading at
the LGU-Managed fish landing centers, offsetting the 4.84 percent decline in production at
the traditional fish landing centers.
In LGU-Managed fish landing centers,
an increase of 480.03 metric tons was noted,
from 581.75 metric tons in quarter 2015 to
1,061.78 metric tons in quarter 2016. However, a decline of 229.18 metric tons was observed in Traditional fish landing centers from
4,739.17 metric tons in quarter 2015 to
4,509.99 metric tons in quarter 2016.

Aquaculture production for the 4th
quarter 2016 decreased by 7.46 percent as
compared to last year’s level. There was a
notable decline in the volume of production in
brackishwater and freshwater fishpond environments, offsetting the increments in production from seaweed and mussel farms during the period.
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Pursuant to the memorandum signed by
Former President Corazon Aquino on 1991 declaring the month of February as the Civil Registration
Month and Proclaimation No. 1106 signed by Former Pres. Benigno Aquino declaring the years 2015
-2024 as Civil Registration and Vital Statistics Decade (CRVS), the Philippine Statistics Authority
Sorsogon Provincial Office (PSA PO) in partnership
with the Local Civil Registrars of the province conducted various events.
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The celebration kicked-off with a Mass at
the Our Lady of Fatima Church which was attended
by PSA employees, OJTs and MCRs and their staff
on February 3, 2017. This was followed by a Foot
Parade along Magsaysay Highway and a Feeding
Activity at Bulabog Elementary School. The Feeding activity served 472 children which 41 of it are
severely wasted or malnourished.

Magallanes, Sorsogon

There were also series of Mass Weddings in
different municipalities. These were Castilla with 29
couples held on February 14, 2017; Prieto Diaz with
20 couples also on February 14; Patag, Irosin with 12
couples on February 8 and the municipality of Magallanes with 62 couples held on Feb 27-28, 2017. PSA
was invited as guest of these events.

Pto. Diaz, Sorsogon

Castilla, Sorsogon
Information Dissemination was also one
of the highlights of this celebration. CSS Elvira
O. Apogñol was invited as guest on the Radio
Program “Tawo, Aramon Mo” which she discussed Civil Registration Updates on February
8. There was also information dissemination on
civil registration to parents and teachers of Bulabog Elementary School on February 16. Also
part of the dissemination was hanging of
streamers in different city/municipal buildings by
the 14 municipalities and 1 city in support of the
celebration. CSS Elvira O. Apogñol served as
Resource Speaker on Municipal Forum on Civil
Registration at Basud, Camarines Norte on
February 10, 2017.

CSS Elvira O. Apogñol was invited as guest on the Radio
Program “Tawo, Aramon Mo”

Information Dissemination in
Bulabog Elem.,School

Hanging of Streamers
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The PSA PO also conducted Civil Registration Quiz Provincial Elimination on February 17 participated by MCRs and or staff of the different LCRs in the province. The winners were MCR Nani Haboc of
Juban, Sorsogon (1st place), MCR Salvacion Maestrado of Sta.Magdalena, Sorsogon (2nd place) and
MCR Celestino Bausa of Pilar, Sorsogon (3rd place). Winners for the provincial elimination for the Regional Championship held on February 20, 2017 at BSP Legazpi City, MCR Celestino Bausa bagged the
3rd place award.

Other activities were Mobile registration at Patag, Irosin on February 8 and the
attendance of two personnel on the Training
on Registration of Authority to Solemnize
Marriage on February 17, 2017 at RSSO V.
Ferdinand Aspa, a service contractual, joined
the comic book making contest with a title “
Ang Kaganapan ng Pangarap ni Lucing “,
which shows the importance of civil registry
documents in the events of life, the birth,
death and marriage

SC Ferdinand Aspa making a comic book

“Indeed the celebration was a success as we are working together as one team.”

CSS Elvira O. Apogñol together with
RO II Ma. Donna Elano Guemo joins the
opening celebration of the National Women’s
Month at Bulan, Sorsogon on March 8, 2017.
On the other hand, some of the employees
spearheaded by SS II Gemma Red attended
the opening mass held at Provincial Gymnasium on the same date. The celebration aims
an empowerment to all women regardless of
its race and generation all over the world with
the theme “ We Make Change Work For
Women”.
In connection with the Women’s
Month Celebration, the Provincial Office
conducted several activities to support the
celebration. One of these is the seminar on
Siomai Making and Food Handling Techniques on March 16, 2017 held at Sorsogon State College Shared Services Facility
with Ms. Felomina Sacay and Ms. Fe Mendoza who serve as the trainers. On March

Bulan, Sorsogon
18, 2017 some of the employees attended the Fun
Walk from Our Lady of Fatima Church going to the
newly constructed Gymnasium at Bibincahan,
Sorsogon City. This activity is sponsored by the City
LGU headed by City Councilor Ellen Jamisola.
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Siomai Making at Sorsogon State College Shared Services Facility

Another activity was conducted in the morning
at the provincial office on March 21, 2017. Ms. Grace
Jardin and Ms. Socorro Salvacion Sta. Ana, nutrionist
from the Provincial Capitol were invited to discuss on
the topics “Healthy Eating Tips For Your Age”. In the
afternoon of the same date, SFO1 Wilfredo Decano together with his fellow fireman discussed “Fire Safety
Measures”. An “earthquake drill” was also conducted to
teach the employees to be aware and be prepared for
any inevitable circumstances may arise

Mga kababaihan, ano nga ba ang ating katayuan dito sa lipunan?
Mga gawaing bahay lang ba ang kaya nating gampanan?
Hahayaan ba nating tayo ay palaging naaapi at naiiwan?
Paano nga ba tayo maging bahagi sa mundong ating ginagalawan?
Sa panahon ngayo’y kailangan nating lumaban at humayo,
Ipamalas sa madla bigay ng Diyos na talino,
Angking kakayahan na di magagawa ng ibang tao,
Kaya nating patunayan at isiwalat tungo sa pagbabago.

Maraming bagay ang kaya nating gawin at magampanan,
Kayang magkumpuni ng mga sirang gamit o kasangkapan,
Mamuno sa isang grupo, magmaneho, tagapamayapa sa daan,
Mag trabaho, maging tapat na lingkod ng pamahalaan.
Laking pasasalamat nga sa kasalukuyang panahon,
Karapatan ng kababaihan ay unti-unting tinutugon,
Kapantay ng kalalakihan maging sa propesyon.
Boses sadyang pinakikinggan na sa ngayon.
Di matutumbasan ating kakayahan na maari nating ipaglaban,
Ipagmalaki natin ang taglay na katangian at katalinuhan
Tayo’y mga babae hindi lamang sa loob ng tahanan,
Bagkus tayo’y mga babae sa anumang situwasyon o laban.

rmgomez
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On March 22, 2017, RO II Ma. Donna Guemo and RO I Ines Herta discussed
CR Module 2 to all employees and in the
afternoon JO Stat Ferdinand Hababag
gave an introduction to INFOGRAPHICS.

